Nanoscale ionic diodes with tunable and switchable rectifying behavior.
Nanoscale ionic diodes have attracted interest as circuit elements for development of nanofluidic devices for a variety of applications, including biosensing, constructing artificial cells, and engineering biological batteries. This paper presents a bottom-up, self-assembly approach for constructing nanopores with rectified conductance behavior in a membrane using semisynthetic derivatives of the ion-channel-forming peptide gramicidin A. The capability to individually access each half of a dimeric gramicidin channel makes it possible to generate asymmetric channels in a membrane that exhibit diodelike conductance properties. The modular nature of these self-assembled channels affords the possibility of tuning their rectifying conductance properties by simple replacement of one peptide derivative with another in the membrane. Additionally, introduction of an external stimulus (here, an enzyme) to change the functional group attached to one side of the gramicidin pore induces diodelike conductance behavior in previously nonrectified channels, demonstrating the possibility of switching the conductance properties of these nanopores in situ in a controlled manner.